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Athletes Turned Entrepreneurs. In today’s sports-crazed world, athletes like Lebron James and Tony
Hawk have quickly become household names. But it’s not just their sport that’s making them
famous. Athletes are becoming known for their entrepreneurship and savvy business
deals—earning more off the playing field than on.
15 Pro Athletes Turned Entrepreneurs - CNBC
Top 15 Best Athletes Turned Entrepreneurs. Putting your name to a pair of shoes or a grill will see
the cash flowing in nicely, yet some like to invest their time and effort into more charitable
ventures. It takes a big heart to try and combat disease, famine and inequality and sports stars can
be the perfect ambassadors to bring attention to these issues.
Top 15 Best Athletes Turned Entrepreneurs | TheSportster
And the most successful entrepreneurs are those who think so completely out of the box that they
identify a need that hasn't been met effectively - and then capitalize on that vacuum. So athletic
prowess and entrepreneurism is like oil and water. Or fire and ice. Or Jets fans and Giants fans.
Right? Not necessarily.
Top 10 Athletes Turned Entrepreneurs | TheRichest
The Sports Entrepreneurs Who Are Changing the Game While ESPN has apps that offer live game
stats, others have found innovative ways to either get you to the game or into the game when
you're at home.
The Sports Entrepreneurs Who Are Changing the Game | Inc.com
Considered one of the best basketball players of all time, Magic Johnson may eventually top the list
of athletes turned entrepreneurs. He has invested in the Los Angeles Lakers and the Los Angeles
Dodgers baseball team. Magic Johnson Enterprises is his holding company for the numerous
franchises he owns throughout the country. These franchise investments include 163 locations in 19
states, with well-known franchises like Starbucks, Burger King, 24 Hour Fitness and T.G.I. Friday’s.
8 Sports Celebrities Turned Entrepreneurs | HuffPost
It requires a certain level of craftiness and a highly competitive level of dedication, which if one
possesses, will doubtlessly end up in the lap of luxuries by the end of his career. Given below is the
list of top 10 richest entrepreneurs in the world as of 2019.
Top 10 Richest Entrepreneurs In The World In 2019 With Net ...
Other Famous Entrepreneurs Andrew Carnegie (1835 – 1919) Born in Scotland to poor parents,
Carnegie moved to America where he became very wealthy through dominating the US steel
industry. After selling his steel corporation in 1901, he devoted the rest of his life to philanthropy.
Famous Entrepreneurs | Biography Online
These are the profiles of the most popular entrepreneurs that are worth emulating, chosen for this
list and ranked loosely by popular opinion as well as clear business success metrics. These business
leaders are from diverse domains and at top of their fields and are great role models as well as
being some of the most well known people on the planet.
The Most Successful Entrepreneurs In The World - Ranker
Bill Gates is one of the most famous entrepreneurs of our era. The richest man in the world, Gates
has a net worth estimated to be over $79 billion. He's held the title of "world's wealthiest ...
11 Most Famous Entrepreneurs of All Time (and What Made ...
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Top Business Entrepreneurs (TopBusinessEntrepreneurs.com) has lots of profiles of successful and
famous entrepreneurs of all nationalities and business backgrounds. Find out what makes famous
entrepreneurs.
Famous Entrepreneurs
Sport, an industry of great entrepreneurs, has some illustrious examples. But not every
entrepreneur is a good businessman, nor is every businessman a good entrepreneur. “There aren’t
many people who mix both aspects”, says Gabriel Masfurroll, a man who has reinvented himself
throughout his life.
Sport, an industry of great entrepreneurs - Sport Management
Silicon Valley Entrepreneurs (SVE) is the largest grassroots movements of founders and developers
in the Bay Area since 2008. This community organization provides opportunities for startups to
share their passions with other members broader startup ecosystem.
Silicon Valley Entrepreneurs & Startups (Palo Alto, CA ...
Venus Williams is the founder and CEO of two companies. She is the founder and CEO of the
clothing line, EleVen, and interior design company, V Starr Interiors. She told Forbes magazine, "I
think as an athlete you're always overcoming all kinds of challenges. That's the name of sport — it's
a challenge.
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